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Energy deregulation. Rising fuel costs. Environmental concerns. Today’s companies are facing a host of special 

energy challenges, and yours is probably no exception. While balancing fuel efficiency with cost effective 

operations can be complicated, it doesn’t have to be. In fact, Shoreline Energy Advisors (Shoreline) can show you a 

practical solution that will conserve energy and save money. 

 

How you Benefit 

 

One of the most overlooked areas for optimizing energy management in industrial or commercial facilities is with 

existing steam pressure reduction operations. With a minor investment, you can generate significant levels of 

electrical power at little or no operating costs by using a back pressure steam turbine in place of your existing 

pressure reduction station. 

 

A back pressure steam turbine reduces steam pressure, producing mechanical work that can turn a generator. When 

you generate electricity with a steam turbine, you don’t have to buy electricity from the local utility company at 

costs of $0.16 per kilowatt-hour (kwh) or more. In fact, this type of energy-saving system will cost you only $0.01 - 

$0.02 per kwh to run and maintain. 

 

Your Opportunities to Save 

 

If you facility is like most, your boiler produces steam at pressures of 200 pounds per square inch gauge (psig) or 

more. As the steam is transported to other parts of your building or campus, a pressure reduction station reduces the 

steam pressure to levels more suitable for local operations such as heating and humidification. This process is called 

throttling. Although throttling is usually an efficient process, reducing pressure through a conventional pressure 

reduction station does not perform any mechanical work. As a result, you have lost an opportunity for using energy 

efficiently. 

 

Generally you can benefit from replacing your existing pressure reduction station with a back pressure steam turbine 

if the pressure reduction you seek is greater than 100 psig. 

 

How it Works 

 

The concept is simple. High pressure steam is routed through a turbine. When the steam enters the turbine, the 

turbine blades spin and the force of the steam pressure is reduced to the desired pressure. The blades are mounted to 

a spinning shaft that is attached to an electric generator. With this energy efficient process, you get: 

 

• the steam you need; 

• the reduced pressures you want, and; 

• electricity without incurring conventional energy generation costs. 

 

Typically, fuel costs represent between 70% and 90% of your overall electrical energy costs. Omitting incremental 

fuel costs by generating electricity from steam pressure reduction enables you to produce electricity for only the 

incremental cost of operations and maintenance on the steam turbine – approximately one to two cents per kilowatt-

hour! 

 

Small Investment, Big Savings 

 

All steam turbines are custom engineered and built to match the expected operating conditions such as pressure in, 

temperature in, pressure out, and steam flow per hour. Shoreline’s engineers can look at the minimum and maximum 

hourly steam flows during the year to design a turbine that will run for the majority of the year. Since there is a wide 

range of steam flows during a course of the year, we perform an engineering analysis that produces the best 



designed turbine for your site. As a result, your turbine will run year-round at your required steam flows. For 

example, with steam flows as shown below on an existing system using pressure reduction stations to go from 175 

psig to 15 psig, the kilowatt-hours produced with a steam turbine are as follows: 
 
 

 

Month / Days 

Average Steam Flow in 

Pounds per Hour 

 

KW Available 

 

Kwh Produced 

January / 31 46,300 510 379,440 

February / 28 45,600 510 342,720 

March / 31 28,800 310 230,640 

April / 30 20,400 170 122,400 

May / 31 13,300 110 81,840 

June / 30 11,300 95 68,400 

July / 31 11,300 95 70,680 

August / 31 11,300 95 70,680 

September / 30 11,300 95 68,400 

October / 31 16,000 135 100,440 

November / 30 23,500 200 144,000 

December / 31 35,700 415 308,760 

Total   1,988,400 

 
 

Installing this type of steam turbine costs approximately $500,000 – a relatively modest investment that may be 

further reduced by state or local energy incentive programs that may be in place.  Even if we assume there are no 

incentives available, consider this: If your costs per kwh delivered to your building are in the range of $0.16 per 

kwh, this type of system can save you around $0.14 per kwh or $278,376 per year – making your payback less than 

two years (22 months)! 

 

Shoreline Energy Advisors (Shoreline) offers Turnkey Development Services 

 

If you are using pressure reduction stations in your facility and haven’t considered a steam turbine, Shoreline can 

provide everything you need to evaluate, develop, and install your own back pressure steam turbine including 

feasibility tests to engineering, equipment selection, installation, startup, operations, and maintenance.   If you are 

currently running pressure reduction operations through a conventional pressure reduction station, you may be a 

candidate for the benefits a back pressure turbine has to offer.   Shoreline can even arrange project financing.  Call 

us today for a free feasibility screening – we’ll show you how to conserve energy and save money by making the 

most of existing steam pressure operations. (732-528-1639) or email at ffastiggi@shorelineenergyadvisors.com. 

 

 

 

 


